
ARE YOU READY TO
BREAK THROUGH
PROSPECTING
AVOIDANCE?



My name is Sid Walker. 
I help salespeople and anyone 

who promotes or sells as part of 

their job, to overcome prospecting 

avoidance or what is often called 

sales call reluctance or sales call 

resistance. 

In the process of overcoming this 

type of psychological barrier to 

peak performance ... my coaching 

clients experience a state of mind 

that makes them unstoppable 

toward achieving the things they 

want in life. 

https://sidwalker.wufoo.com/forms/z1f22a8z1ypqc4w


• My job is to create pathways to find ideal clients and for them to find me.

• As a relationship builder (not a client controller), you are looking for people who show some interest. You are not
  looking for people to sell. You need to promote what you do and enroll people (pull them in), not sell (push, manipulate,
  try to talk people into things).

• Prospecting is a matching process not a sales process (assuming you’re a relationship builder). Your matching
  chemistry and timing.

• • My job is to be inviting and intriguing, and then enroll those who want to learn and grow.

(To read before you pros
pect.)

Below is a list of sample “w
arm-ups.”



• Any negative thoughts about prospecting or its results is the ego and needs to be ignored. This is huge! Don’t 
   negatively judge prospecting before, during or after!

• Practice staying in the present moment of now, neutral, non-judgmental, awareness of what to do intuitively, 
  enjoying the process. You are looking for gold (you toss a lot of rocks), maintain an overall positive perspective no
  matter what happens. Don’t allow yourself to become negative (doubtful) under any circumstances. This takes
  practice. 

• It• It’s ok for people to not be interested.

• The only way to fail at prospecting is not to do it! 

• “You miss 100% of the shots you don’t take.” Wayne Gretzky

There are hundreds of phrases you can use for a warm-up. The goal is to find the phrases that deeply resonate with you and give 
you the edge of confidence that will allow you to take more risks.

*****
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